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ABSTRACT 

C++ provides rich library support in the form of Standard Template Library (STL). C++ program on CASINO 

GAME is simple text base number guessing game. This project spatiality is we use in procedure oriented approach 

C++  is a high-level object-oriented programming language that helps programmers write fast, portable programs. to 

design casino number guessing game. With this guessing game player can deposit his money to play. From this 

amount he can bet on number between 1 and 10. If he wins he gets 10 times of money otherwise lost his money. As 

casino is played worldwide and is quiet a risky game, this number guessing game will help us in making better 

economic decisions .This project is very interesting project when users play this, they will really like the project. 
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I. INTRODUCTION                   
 

Playing games at a casino can be both profitable and fun, and the latter is almost always true if you approach your 

session with the correct mindset. Games available in casinos are commonly called “Casino games”. In acasino game, 

the players gamble casino chips on various possible random outcomes or combinations of outcomes. Casino games 

are also available in online casinos .They can also be played outside for entertainment purposes like in parties  or in 

school competitions ,some on machines that stimulate gambling. A casino is a public room or a building where 

games, especially roulette and card games are played to win money. A casino is a facility which houses and 

accommodates certain types of gambling activities. The industry that deals in casinos is called the gaming industry. 
Casinos are most commonly built near or combined with hotels, restaurants, retail shopping, cruise ships or other 

tourist attractions. There is much debate over whether the social and economic consequences of casino gambling 

outweigh the initial revenue that may be generated. Some casinos are also known for hosting live entertainment 

events, such as stand-up comedy, concerts, and sporting events. The term "casino" is a confusing linguistic false 

friend for translators. Casino is of Italian origin; the root casa means a house. The term casino may mean a small 

country villa, summerhouse, or social club. During the 19th century, the term casinocame to include other public 

buildings where pleasurable activities took place; such edifices were usually built on the grounds of a larger Italian 

villa or palazzo, and were used to host civic town functions, including dancing, gambling, music listening, and 

sports; examples in Italy include Villa Farnese and Villa Giulia, and in the US the Newport Casino in Newport, 

Rhode Island. In modern-day Italian a casino is either a brothel (also called casa chiusa, literally "closed house"), 

a mess, or a noisy environment, while a gaming house is spelt casino, with an accent. Not all casinos were used for 
gaming. The Catalina Casinoa famous landmark overlooking Avalon Harbor on Santa Catalina Island, California, 

has never been used for traditional games of chance, which were already outlawed in California by the time it was 

built. The Copenhagen Casino was a theatre, known for the mass public meetings often held in its hall during 

the 1848 Revolution, which made Denmark a constitutional monarchy. Until 1937, it was a well-known Danish 

theatre. The Hanko Casino in Hanko, Finland—one of that town's most conspicuous landmarks—was never used for 

gambling. Rather, it was a banquet hall for the Russian nobility which frequented this spa resort in the late 19th 

century and is now used as a restaurant. 

 

II. ABOUT THE GAME 
 

Casino is a Number Guessing Game. Player deposits an initial amount to start playing game. He guesses a number 

between 1 to 10 and enters betting amount. If he wins he will get 10 times of money he bets. If he bets on wrong 

number he will lost his betting amount. Game continues till user wants to play. 
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There are three general categories of casino games: table games, electronic gaming machines, and random number 

ticket games such as keno. Gaming machines, such as slot machines and pachinko, are usually played by one player 

at a time and do not require the involvement of casino employees to play. Random number games are based upon 

the selection of random numbers, either from a computerized random number generator or from other gaming 

equipment. Random number games may be played at a table, such as roulette, or through the purchase of paper 

tickets or cards, such as keno or bingo. 

 

Casino games generally provide a predictable long-term advantage to the casino, or "house", while offering the 

player the possibility of a large short-term payout. Some casino games have a skill element, where the player makes 

decisions; such games are called "random with a tactical element". While it is possible through skillful play to 
minimize the house advantage, it is extremely rare that a player has sufficient skill to completely eliminate his 

inherent long-term disadvantage (the house edge or vigorish) in a casino game. Such a skill set would involve years 

of training, an extraordinary memory and numeracy, and/or acute visual or even aural observation, as in the case 

of wheel clocking in roulette or other examples of advantage play. 

 

The luck factor in a casino game is quantified using standard deviations (SD). As the number of rounds increases, 

eventually, the expected loss will exceed the standard deviation, many times over. 

 

Figure: 

 

 
Casino game 

 

III. ALGORITHM 
 

1.Start 

2.Read variables Playername,Amount 

3.do 

     Read Bettingamount 

while(choice==y||choice==n) 

4.ifBettingamount>Amount  
read guess 
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dice=rand()%10 + 1 

else 
     Display re-enter the Bettingamount 

5.if guess=Diceamount 

        Amount=Bettingamount*10 

else 

        Amount=Amount-Bettingamount 

6.Repeat steps 3,4,5 

7.Stop 
 

IV. FLOWCHART 

 
V. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

 

Advantages: 

1.The main advantage is that,these games can be potentially rewarding based on the player’s skill level. 

2.They are fun to play and even provide entertainment.It is a form of leisure and a relaxation method. 

3.Players get a unique chance to finish the game with big wins.They can immediately win twice or thrice of the 

amount they bet. 

4.Game play is an important part of human behavior but it has taken on more importance than in the individual 

person’s development. The techniques to win would also improve our self-discipline. 
5.They create new forms of revenue.Casinos in a community can surely increase employment of people. 

6.They can contribute to government budgets. 

 

Disadvantages: 

1.It has problems with licensing and legality in different countries. 
2.Children might get addicted to it and start gambling at a very young age. 

3.Loss of existing amount can happen in case of bad luck. 
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VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

 
 

 
 

After running the program, we have to enter our name along with the amount to be deposited. After that we will be 

taken to another screen where the rules of the game are displayed. Below the rules, the amount left with us will be 
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displayed i.e., current balance. After knowing our current balance we have to bet the amount on a number i.e., 

betting amount. If we win, our current balance becomes ten times the betting amount else, our current balance will 
be decreased by the betting amount. Later we got an option to decide whether we want to play the game again or no. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 

In this casino guessing game the player can see the amount he has played on, the right decision to be made, by 

showing the amount he will win or lose by playing a number. The player can add all the details including the 

number played and amount left. The player can finally play his chance by following the instructions given by the 

software. Since casino games are being played enormously worldwide, this source code is developed to avoid taking 

risky decisions. In this game you either become a billionaire or go bankrupt. No need to worry about the pre 
knowledge and experience, the computer will take care of your decision making. 
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